
A Public-Private Partnership
Providing Emergency Access for  

Business Continuity and Recovery

How to Enroll

Visit the CEAS website at www.ceas.com 
or call our Customer Support Center at 888-353-BNET 
to learn more about the System and to enroll. It’s fast, 
efficient,and it will bring true peace of mind to you — 
and security to your company.

Developed with the input of local organizations and 
businesses, CEAS is the only known program to offer 
the private sector an Access Control System through 
agreements with local government and provides:

Partnership - Creates a bond between local
government and area businesses for the purpose 
of minimizing economic loss resulting from 
disasters or emergencies.

Identification - CEAS’ unique ID
Cards enable law enforcement 
officials to recognize those 
responsible for maintaining 
and restoring business.

Access - Allows critical employees to enter restricted 
areas, through the use of the CEAS ID, to sustain 
operations and initiate recovery.

Resiliency - Reduces enterprise
risk by helping businesses 
rebound quickly from a disaster.

Security - Provides a formal
process ensuring that the right 
people have access to the right 
places at the right time.

The

CEAS 
Advantage.

Putting the CEAS Program 
to Work for You

Business Network of Emergency Resources, Inc.

888-353-BNET • www.ceas.com
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The Corporate Emergency Access System
The essential tool in times of crisis and emergency.

The world is more complex, demanding, and fraught 
with danger than ever before. From the global threat  

of terrorism to the looming potential for natural and  
man-made disasters, it has never been more important  
to ensure that business and industry facilities quickly  
resume operations in the aftermath of a crisis.

The Corporate Emergency Access System, or CEAS, was 
developed to help address this new set of realities. CEAS 
is an Access Control System that assists government and 
private sector entities, in addressing the important issue of post 
disaster re-entry. CEAS allows critical business employees to 
gain access to restricted areas following a disaster or serious 
emergency by using a secure identification card, recognized 
by the police, through a partnership and formal agreement 
with State and/or local government authorities.

“The CEAS Program makes it easier for businesses 
to recover when a major disaster occurs.”
— Commissioner Joseph F. Bruno, New York City Office of Emergency Management.

Our Mission and Goals

The CEAS Program goal
is to help businesses 

mitigate damage and loss 
resulting from a disaster 
or emergency. This is 
accomplished by allowing 
businesses rapid access to 
restricted areas following 
emergency events. 
Participating businesses 
select a pre-determined 
number of employees to 
receive CEAS access ID cards based on total employee 
population. These critical employees can quickly get back to 
work, assess damages and ensure their companies’ viability, 
continuity and recovery.
 

CEAS Benefits

By allowing safe and secure emergency access, CEAS  
gives businesses the opportunity to put a sound emergency 

management plan in place and reduce enterprise risk. Not   
  only does this ensure the rapid recovery 
    of essential operations, but CEAS also 
      provides businesses with the ability to  
     rescue valuable assets left behind 
        in an emergency such as   
           cash,checks, and securities;  
             retrieve vital records,  
   hardware and critical  
    equipment; stabilize  
    and sustain core IT  
    systems, conduct  
    damage assessments,  
    and much more.

CEAS:
Cutting-Edge Identification

First developed in 1999 by the Business 
Network of Emergency Resources, a  

not-for-profit organization, the CEAS program  
leads the way as a best practice in secure  
emergency access control for private  
sector entities. A state-of-the art system  
enables business and industry to acquire a  
pre-event, emergency identification card that is accepted  
locally and regionally when it is needed the most.

The Business Network of Emergency Resources continues  
to optimize its web-based process with new and evolving 
technology. This eliminates the need for private businesses 
to purchase and maintain expensive software and 
hardware, and results in an improved customer experience 
from application to card production. All CEAS cards are 
designed with security in mind, meeting the latest physical 
and topographic security standards for identification cards.  

Today, countless businesses of all types that take emergency 
preparedness seriously have made the CEAS program a part 
of their comprehensive business continuity plans. CEAS is 
accepted by government and business in some of America’s 
most important economic and educational centers. To find 
out if CEAS is available in your area visit our website at: 

www.ceas.com.

“CEAS is an important
initiative for the business
community. Having
experienced the distress
of recovering from a
disaster first-hand, we
are grateful to have a
new system in place.”
— Dennis Friedrich, President & COO, Brookfield 
Properties U.S. Commercial Operations
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